LAMPMAN SCHOOL - KINDERGARTEN SUPPLY LIST

* 2 pencil cases – (please just zipper ones – no plastic boxes) -1 for markers (please only put one set in
pencil case and leave one in box with name on it for later in the year) and 1 for pencils, erasers and glue

* 2 packages of 8 or 10 washable markers (the fat ones - no large boxes)

* 1 white eraser

* 4 HB pencils (please do not send a pencil sharpener)
* 2 large glue sticks

* 1 - 1" binder (will not need loose leaf)

* 2 white board markers (low odour)
* 1 pair of scissors

* 1 plastic double pocket folder (please make sure it is plastic or it does not last the year – like the blue one
in this image)

* headphones (inexpensive) (please no ear bud headphones as student struggle with these) – place in large
zip lock bag for easy storage

* shoes – A set of velcro athletic shoes to be worn indoors only that have good support and non-marking
soles. Please no skate shoes, Sanuks, or slip-on Sketcher’s as these do not provide the necessary support
and stability required in PE. As well, please ensure that your child is able to manipulate their own shoes.
* a paint shirt - just an old shirt with buttons works best

* 1 family photo – that can be left at school

Please keep one complete change of clothes in their backpack (for accidents or mud / water that jumps up
on their clothes)
The school will provide hand sanitizer but if you’d like to supply your own, please ensure that it is at least
60% ethanol content and unscented.

Have a great summer! See you in the fall.

Kindergarten starts Wednesday September 2nd
Ms. Nicole Quinn
Kindergarten / 1 Teacher

